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FEATURE FILM

Genre Science Fiction

Duration
120’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Metruk

Detail https://theformat.tv/deserted/

Science fiction writer Ali Yücetürk, who believes in the existence 
of extraterrestrial life and has written a book about extraterrestrial 
phenomena, wants to communicate with them. The writer’s 
curiosity reaches a dangerous level, leading to a dramatic end. His 
wife, Meryem, who is curious about what happened to him, begins 
to investigate everything about her husband. Meryem, who lives in 
the village of Karagün, discovers one day that a signal came from 
the sky. Following the clue she found, Meryem realizes that people 
are facing a great danger.

Deserted
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Drama

Duration
81’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Üçüncü Dünya

Detail https://theformat.tv/third-world/

Lily, who manages to communicate with the most significant god 
of Egypt, Isis, is taken to the temple by Isis’s guards. Scared upon 
facing surreal events, Lily decides to return, but it is too late. The 
ceremony has already taken place, and Isis is now living in her new 
body.

THIRD WORLD
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Horror – Thriller

Duration
106’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Mühr-ü Musallat – Perihan

Detail https://theformat.tv/sealed-invasion-perihan/

Three sociology students travel to a remote village for a folkloric 
research project to look into an exorcism ritual that led to a girl 
named Perihan’s death many years ago. With false information 
from Hanife and guidance from Hasan, the only person who agrees 
to help them, their research turns into a dangerous, spiritual and 
bloody journey. Each day, they lose themselves in the unfolding 
events.

Sealed Invasion - Perihan
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Horror – Thriller

Duration
88’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Arınma Seansı: Tarot

Detail https://theformat.tv/purification-session-tarot/

After Tuğba shares everything, the fortune-teller told her in secret 
at her tarot reading on Clubhouse, her whole world fills with chaos 
and evil. Tuğba must form an energy circle with everyone who 
knows the secrets to save herself from this situation. Since 
Clubhouse is an international application, those users are in 
entirely different locations.

Purification Session: Tarot
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Thriller

Duration
79’

Original Language

Spanish
Original Title

TQM

Detail https://theformat.tv/tqm

One of the most prestigious psychiatrists in Mexico (Anna Silvetti) 
decides to put her three children to the test to determine how to 
divide their inheritance. Everything gets complicated when one of 
her patients (Gabriel Tarantini) decides not to collaborate with 
them. How far would Lollipop (Sarai Meza) Marco (Pablo Azar) and 
Danae (Ana Carolina Grajales) go to take what belongs to them?

TQM
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Crime & Investigation – Mystery

Duration
111’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Kilit

Detail https://theformat.tv/the-lock

One morning in a highly secured prison, 10 prisoners are found 
dead mysteriously. Chief of homicide bureau, and intelligence 
officer are tasked with investigating the murders. The only lead 
they have is the fact that these prisoners are convicted with the 
same felony for a second time. According to their autopsy reports, 
the cause of death for each case is the same: heart attack. But the 
truth is utterly different from that.

The Lock
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Drama

Duration
91’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Defne'nin Bir Mevsimi

Detail https://theformat.tv/a-season-of-daphne

In a turbulent summer season in Turkey, near Antakya, in a town close to the 
Syrian border, the story unfolds with Defne and Leyla awaiting their university 
exam results. Leyla's brother, Ferhat, who works as a künefe vendor, is in 
search of a visa for Arabia. Ferhat is in love with Defne, while still believing that 
he has a planned meeting on the 14th of July Independence Day with his 
childhood love, Miryam, who is heading to Israel. However, everything is about 
to change in that summer season. Ferhat's older brother, Şefik, who works as a 
bus assistant, dies in Syria. Their father loses his sanity, and their other 
brother, studying in Istanbul, comes home and is also drawn to Defne. But it 
doesn't end there. Towards the end of summer, Defne and Leyla will be chased 
through the old streets of Antakya because of Sabahattin, who has an interest 
in Leyla, and they won't be as fortunate as Sabahattin. On the night connecting 
September 11th and 12th, while Sabahattin escapes to Syria in a fishing boat, 
Ferhat, unaware of what has transpired, sets off for Ankara to obtain his visa.

A Season of Daphne
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Drama - Romance

Duration
129’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Aşkın Gönül Yazısı

Detail https://theformat.tv/gonuls-love-letter

'Gonul’s Love Letter' is about the life of a couple who starts to have 
problems in their relationship when secrets are revealed... A young 
man, Tunç comes to his country from the Netherlands and goes to 
his brother Necmi, whom he has known since childhood. While 
Tunç and Necmi were sitting and talking about old times, Necmi, 
meets Gonul, who works there. Tunç, who likes and approaches 
Gonul, firts gets a negative reaction from the young woman. 
However, as time passes, Gonul, who believes in Tunç's love, 
responds him. Everything goes well at first, but as the secrets that 
Tunç hid from Gonul are revealed, things change.

Gonul’s Love Letter
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FEATURE FILM

Genre Horror - Thriller

Duration
120’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Mühr-ü Musallat - Yasak Düğün

Detail https://theformat.tv/sealed-invasion-2-forbidden-wedding

Nilgün and Ercan, who want to get married, try to persuade their families who 
oppose it. After long efforts, they persuaded and got married. The unprovoked 
mishaps that begin on the morning of the wedding never end. Trying every 
way to save their children from this vicious circle, Nilgün's family finds 
themselves on a mystical and dangerous journey of discovery with bloody 
consequences. Nilgün's grandmother, Cennet, who has a partial knowledge of 
such spiritual matters, suggests asking someone known as the 'Blind Hodja' for 
help. Nilgün and her mother, who decided to try this idea, which they found 
quite illogical when they first heard, because there was no other way over 
time, visit the Blind Hodja for their last resort and everything gets more 
complicated.

Sealed Invasion 2 - Forbidden Wedding
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SCRIPT

Genre Love - Drama

Duration
140’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title
Kalp Yarası

Detail https://theformat.tv/wounded-heart/

Ferit, Yaman and Hande are close friends from childhood and they live in 
Antakya. Ferit is a handsome and honest young man and son of one of the 
wealthiest families in town. Hande is the spoiled and selfish daughter of the 
family’s business partners’. Ferit and Hande are about to be married by their 
families’ inevitable desire. Their close friend, Yaman’s fatherworks as a hostler 
for Ferit’s family. Even though Ferit and Yaman grew up together, there is a 
hidden envy towards Ferit and, he is in love with Hande for years. Ferit and 
Hande will be married in three days. One day, hebusts Hande and Yaman 
kissing in the barn. With this shock Ferit leaves the town without noticing 
anyone. In the meantime, Hande goes full on with the wedding arrangements 
without knowing the groom has already left.

Wounded Heart
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SCRIPT

Genre Love - Romantic Comedy

Duration
120’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Kiraz Mevsimi

Detail https://theformat.tv/cherry-season/

Oyku (Ozge Gurel) is a young girl who has a modest life with her mother and 
little brother. She is a promising fashion designer who goes to university.Oyku 
has been in love with Mete (Daghan Gulegec) from her childhood. Oyku never 
finds courage to disclose her feelings and keeps her love secret from Mete 
who is not aware of her existence.Ayaz (Serkan Cayoglu), on the other hand, is 
a successful architect who works together with Mete. He isyoung, rich, 
handsome, arrogant, and womanizer.Ayaz never goes out with the same 
woman twice. Ayaz isalso the son of the very famous fashion designer whom 
Oyku dreams to work for. Out of pure coincidence,Oyku and Ayaz bump into 
each other. They try to get in the same taxi but because of their stubbornness, 
neither of them gets in the taxi.

Cherry Season
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SCRIPT

Genre Romantic - Drama

Duration
150’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Üç Kız Kardeş

Detail https://theformat.tv/three-sisters

An instant bestseller upon its release, penned by the acclaimed author İclal 
Aydın, Three Sisters is the adaptation of an heartfelt story. Once upon a time in 
a beautiful yet mysterious country, there lived sisters named Türkan (Özgü 
Kaya), Dönüş (Almila Ada), and Derya (Melisa Berberoğlu). As a close-knit 
family, they would dream of a bright future with their father Sadık (Reha 
Özcan) and mother Nesrin (İclal Aydın). Perhaps suchan upbringing, that was 
similar to a fairy tale on the pine scented streets of Ayvalık, had not prepared 
them for the grim reality of adulthood. Over time, the sisters discover that life 
and the choices that are accompanied by it are not as easy as they seem. 
Inconceivable secrets can be hidden even by those who are trusted the most 
and horrific illnesses can lead to the resurrection of the past, which eventually 
bring them to the question: Is there anything in the world that time cannot 
heal?

Three Sisters
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SCRIPT

Genre Action - Drama

Duration
90’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Uçurum

Detail https://theformat.tv/the-cliff

After coming to Turkey with her sister Felicia with the hope of working as a 
nanny , Eva falls into the pimps’trap, manages to escape from being raped at 
the last minute and finds herself in Adem’s taxi. Unfortunately, her sister Felicia 
is not as lucky as her. Adem and Eva’s intersecting path will be on one hand the 
startingpoint of a big but troubled love and on the other hand a merciless and 
dangerous struggle against the crimegangs. After having done his military 
service, Adem returns home and starts working as a taxi driver with hisarmy 
friend Hasan. He works the night shift and falls into depression after 
witnessing the hitches in the nightlife of Istanbul. Eva who leads a poor life in 
Moldova with her sister Felicia hits the road to Istanbul alongwith her sister 
with great expectations to work and save some money.

The Cliff
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SCRIPT

Genre Love

Duration
100’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title
Evli ve Öfkeli

Detail https://theformat.tv/married-and-angry

Dilek (Ayca Erturan), Mine (Yildiz Cagri Atiksoy), Esra (Birce Akalay), and Seray 
(Ebru Cundubeyoglu) are four childhood friends. They are all married and have 
totally different lives. However, their lives intersect again when they have 
discovered their husbands’ affairs. Dilek is a perfect housewife who dedicates 
her life to her daughter and her husband. Mine is a successful baby doctor 
who tries to get pregnant and care for her own baby. Esra is a police officer 
who cannot forget her mother’s death and for this reason, never forgives her 
father. Seray is a beautiful actress who tries to remain popular as she ages. In 
this story, you will watch thelives of four women who changed after they 
discovered their husbands’ affairs. Will Esra forgive his husband’s affair or 
continue a new life with Murat? Will Dilek manage to win her husband’s love or 
try to change in order to start a new life? Will Mine be able to get pregnant? 
Will Seray manage to continue to be popular?

Married And Angry
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SCRIPT

Genre Romantic Comedy - Drama

Duration
120’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Güneşin Kızları

Detail https://theformat.tv/sunshine-girls

Güneş is a 35 year old woman who lives in Izmir with her three daughters. Her 
twins Nazlı and Selin who are17 year olds and Peri who is 15. She is a literature 
teacher whose husband left her. She meets Haluk Mertoğluand falls in love 
with him. She then decides to marry him, goes to İstanbul with her daughters 
and moves intoHaluk’s mansion. Selin is very happy with the move, and 
immediately tries to wiggle her way into the popularcrowd of kids. However, 
Nazlı initially refuses as she doesn’t trust Haluk and at first she doesn’t move 
to İstanbul with her family but later joins them for the sake of her mother. She 
meets Haluk’s nephew, Savaş whois very distant and suffering from a terrible 
trauma relating to his former dead girlfriend. Ali (Haluk’s son)is not happy to 
welcome the guests and he targets Selin as his new opponent. Ali had a rough 
childhood and was never loved by his father or mother.

Sunshine Girls
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SCRIPT

Genre Youth - Comedy - Family

Duration
60’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title
Hayat Bilgisi

Detail https://theformat.tv/wise-class

The humorous and genuine story of high-school students centered around an 
idealistic high school teacher called ‘Afet’ who lost her parents in a traffic 
accident and traveled around Anatolia with her brother Kerem. Teacher Afet, 
who lines up with creative education instead of a classical rote education, has 
experienced appointments, expulsions and even exiles for years. In these 
years, he left Tekin, his colleague andformer love, because he slapped his 
brother. Together with his brother Kerem, they come to a High Schoolin 
Istanbul which is their last place of exile after years. This appointment will be 
the beginning of a newlife for teacher Afet and the beginning of a long-term 
different “life education” for high school students…Many of the very famous 
actors of current TV series, which are popular around the world today, took 
part inthis successful family series years ago.

Wise Class
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SCRIPT

Genre Action - Crime - Drama

Duration
100’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Kaçak

Detail https://theformat.tv/the-fugitive

It tells the story of an ex-cop who killed the son of the most 
ruthless man in the underworld and thereforechanged his identity 
and started to work in a coffee shop in a remote town in Anatolia, 
fighting against the mafia.

The Fugitive
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SCRIPT

Genre Romantic Comedy

Duration
120’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title
Aşk Yeniden

Detail https://theformat.tv/in-love-again

Zeynep (Ozge Ozpirincci) is a young girl who lives happily with his father 
and aunt together. When she findsher first love, she decides to follow it no 
matter what. She leaves her family behind and goes to the USA withher 
boyfriend without informing her family. Everything goes well at first but her 
life turns upside down whenshe learns her pregnancy. Her boyfriend does 
not want to be a father and leaves Zeynep alone. Zeynep decides to have 
the baby and thinks that she can manage to handle all hardships in her life. 
When she givesbirth, she realizes how hard it is to be a single mom who 
tries to raise a baby and works at the same time.She is desperate and she 
can do nothing but turn back to Turkey.

In Love Again
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SERIES
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Mother
Save Your Planet
The Return
Revival
Storm
Tabun
Early Birds
A House For Happiness
bruce
the Prisoner
The Color Of Passion
Catch Kaidash
Marshall
Mother’s Choice
giovanni
MEDSCHOOL
papas
When We're Home
A House Near The Sea For Hire
Connected
Funny trio
When We're Home: New Story
The Conflict Of Interests
The Hot Cop

Leshy’s TRICK
Troopers' Brotherhood
Double Stakes
The last cop
Almost Married
Kyiv Day & Night
A Date For My Beloved
Diamond
Cossacks: The Fairy Tale That Never Was
Against All Odds
Behind The Shop Window
Everyone Has Their Own Lies
Famıly issues
Father Had Two Sons
Girls
hello daddy
house with a dog
In Embrace Of A Lie
Inside The Viper's Nest
I've Been Longing For You
Life Without Faith
Love With A Coffee Flavor
Markswoman
My Beloved Enemy

New Year Angel
On The Verge
Sunny Days
Last Letter From My Love
The Groom
The Love Recipe
The Missing Bride
The Place Of Other's Mysteries
The Redemption
The wish list
The Witches
Unstoppable Love
Zoya
The Justice
Pine Forest Retreat
My Man, My Woman
Senior Investigator
Irredeemables
Postmortem Evidence
Detectives
you, me and the baby
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SERIES

Genre War Drama

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian

Original Title
Mama

Detail https://theformat.tv/mother

The touching story tells about Nina, originally from Zhytomyr, who has 
let her only son go to war in the East of Ukraine. Despite all the 
hardships of life, she still tries to live on for the sake of her family. Soon 
the woman learns that her son, volunteer Vasily Shvidchenko, was taken 
prisoner in the occupied territory of Donbas. The main character is 
forced to go in search of her own child, right in the enemy’s network. 
There will be disappointment, fear and despair along the way. More than 
once she will hear many caustic condemnations from the people, 
surrounding her. But will they break a woman’s hope for a long-awaited 
meeting with a child with whom she has lost touch? And will the mother 
manage to free her son?

Mother
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SERIES

Genre Animation

Duration
2’ x 20

Original Language

English
Original Title

Save Your Planet

Detail https://theformat.tv/save-your-planet

“Save your Planet” 3D animated series, presents the big 
environmental problems of our time. By employing beautiful 
graphics and humorous storytelling, it introduces viewers to the 
ecological challenges, in an entertaining way.

Save Your Planet
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SERIES

Genre Youth Series

Duration
30’ x 11

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Dönüş

Detail https://theformat.tv/the-return

Vural, an experienced director, who has been accused of sexual 
harrasment decides to return to theatre stage 15 years later. He 
begins working on a new play which will be staged in the most 
popular venue of the city with young and unexperienced actors. 
Soon, the secrets of the past start to reveal and the group must 
face love affairs, livelihood matters and daily struggles.

The Return
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SERIES

Genre Factual

Duration
45’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Yeniden

Detail https://theformat.tv/revival

There are objects and machines used by people for an extended 
period. As technology advances, particular items and tools 
become cumbersome, obsolete, ruined, some parts get lost or no 
longer function and fade out of our lives. Some people keep such 
items, even when broken, instead of disposing.



And we are going to cover the process of recovering of all kinds of 
products they got used to in the past but now discarded 
reluctantly.

Revival
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SERIES

Genre Action - Detective

Duration
45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Storm

Detail https://theformat.tv/storm

Ex Ukrainian Security Service officer Sensei returns to the service 
in order to create an elite unit Storm. For him and his combatants 
operations in a peaceful territory appear to become more difficult 
than the war, because the enemies here behave more discretely, 
their motives are veiled, and the scale of crimes can lead to the 
death of hundreds of people or the undermining of the sovereignty 
of the entire country.

Storm
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SERIES

Genre Action Drama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Tabun

Detail https://theformat.tv/tabun

World War II. Ukrainian, and now British intelligence officer 
Gregory Didenko, returns to his hometown of Novograd-Volynsky 
at the head of a sabotage group. His mission is to save millions of 
lives from the latest Nazi’s development - chemical weapon Tabun.



Gregory will be hindered not only by the Nazi regime and the 
deadly gas, but also by the distrust of the locals he is trying to 
save. He will need to regain the trust of his own brother and to 
enlist his support in order to win and to save his beloved.

Tabun
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SERIES

Genre Drama

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Early Birds

Detail https://theformat.tv/early-birds

At the beginning of the school year, eleventh grader Pauline throws herself 
from the roof. Young girl, honor of the entire school, even doesn’t leave a 
suicide note.



Detective Olga Makarova tries her best to find out the reason of Pauline’s 
death. Starting the investigation, Makarova doesn’t even suspect that her son 
Fedya – a handsome swimmer and a classmate of the deceased girl – was on 
the same roof. Blogger-trouble maker Nikita and Kate, a new girl in the class 
from the deaf and dumb family, were there together with him.



All teenagers come to the rooftop because of a FRIEND – anonym from online 
chat. The FRIEND tries to induce Fedya and Kate to suicide and Nikita just 
wants to shoot a scandalous blog. Teenagers witness Pauline’s suicide and run 
away in fear.

Early Birds
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
112 x 26’

Original Language

Ukrainian / Russian

Original Title
A House For Happiness

Detail https://theformat.tv/a-house-for-happiness

Since his childhood, successful bank manager Maxim dreams about living 
in the village, where he used to spend every summer in his cozy 
grandmother’s house. Due to the circumstances, Maxim decides to leave 
the settled and comfortable life of the capitalcity, and persuades his 
beautiful wife Masha to move to the village for farming. To breed ostriches, 
saying more precisely. If cheerful Max is optimistic and confident in 
success of this adventure, for a tender city-girl Masha this becomes a real 
challenge. So, each character has its own task – Masha wants to return 
back to the civilized life, but Max tries to persuade his wife to give him a 
chance to prove the potential of his incredible idea. This battle will be 
smart and insidious. It will be possible to win with the help of Love… and 
new neighbours, Vasylii and Liuba.

A House For Happiness
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SERIES

Genre Action detective

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Bruce

Detail https://theformat.tv/bruce

The quiet life of the former special forces officer Alexander Brucevsky, 
aka Bruce, collapses when his son gets kidnapped together with the son 
of a millionaire. Bruce does not trust the police and begins his own 
investigation, being helped by father of the other boy, a rich 
businessman Viktor Nedelin, and charming con-artist Olga. Having three 
days to save the children they almost succeed, but the situation gets 
complicated.

The boys are intercepted by even more dangerous bandits, and now 
paying the ransom is not enough. Knowing that Bruce will do anything 
for the sake of his son, they demand he breaks the gun baron out of a 
secret prison. To succeed in this mission Bruce will have to become the 
outlaw, risk the life of his beloved woman and do the impossible. 

Bruce
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Prisoner

Detail https://theformat.tv/the-prisoner

Svetlana is a wonderful and talented microbiologist, married to the 
charming Alexei. But their family was shocked by misfortune – Svetlana had 
a miscarriage. After that, the woman left her job at the pharmaceutical 
company she had founded earlier and focused on health. And Alexei, the 
most responsible man on earth, according to Svetlana, took up the 
business management. However, the wife does not know her husband at 
all.. The truth is that Alexei will soon have a child from his young assistant. 
Also – he plays poker and wastes the money of the company. One day, 
having lost to the nines, Alexei puts his wife on the line, and loses again. 
His rival – a mysterious and frightening man from the past with traces of 
fire on his face – kidnaps Svetlana and is ready to keep her as his prisoner 
until Alexei pays out his debt.

the Prisoner
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SERIES

Genre Scripted Series

Duration
45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

The Color Of Passion

Details https://theformat.tv/the-color-of-passion

The main character of the series is 17-year-old Dasha. The girl’s birth 
has happened in the unusual circumstances and she grew up in the 
incomplete family: she has never seen her father, her mother drinks 
hopelessly and does not think at all about providing for her daughter. 
Therefore, the girl has to earn money herself by hard and low-paid labor. 
She already is registered in police’s division for underage criminals for 
working without a permit and can hardly find time to attend school. 
After another working day a coincidental accident will turn her life 
upside down – Dasha gets under investigation on a false charge of 
robbery and murder. All the evidence and eyewitness’ reports are 
against her, and the girl is facing many years of imprisonment.

The Color Of Passion
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SERIES

Genre Dramedy

Duration
12 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Catch Kaidash

Details https://theformat.tv/catch-kaidash

The events unfold in a remote Ukrainian village where the Kaidash family lives, 
led by the father of the family, Omelko Kaidash. His wife Marusya is concerned 
about the future of their two adult sons, who are looking for suitable brides. 
The story begins with Lavrin, the youngest son of Kaidash, returning from the 
army. He missed the club, dancing and girls, so he walks recklessly. And 
Karpo, the eldest son, has already laid eyes on Motrya, the girl with the most 
turbulent character in the village. Soon both sons get married and bring young 
wives to their father’s house: Karpo – the obstinate Motrya, and Lavrin – a very 
young and naive Melashka. From that moment on, difficult times begin for the 
Kaidash family. Three women in the house argue, swear and fight. No one can 
give in and remain silent, no one can forgive. Involuntarily, men are also getting 
drawn into this conflict.

Catch Kaidash
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
16 x 26’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Marshall

Detail https://theformat.tv/marshall

An experienced detective Paul Safronov, aka Marshall, slips into a coma 
after the incident during the field operation. Paul’s consciousness and 
soul, leaving his body, enters the homeless dog, that followed him closely 
before the accident.



The only person who hears Marshall’s voice and thoughts coming from 
the dog is a young lieutenant Slava Chickie, newbie in the police force.



This story is about changing people: timid and somewhat insecure young 
lieutenant Slava Chickie, having gone through a difficult path, turns into 
an experienced policeman, whilst stiff and cynical misanthrope Marshall 
becomes more humane after moving into the dogs body.

Marshall
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SERIES

Genre Drama

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Mother’s Choice

Detail https://theformat.tv/mothers-choice

What is the essence of motherhood? Is it just about giving a birth to a child or 
something much bigger and important? This is a story of desperate escape 
and dangerous struggle for the right to be called mother and daughter.



Due to circumstances, Elena has to work at local school as a teacher. At first 
day at work little talented girl Inna, avoided by peers because of her unkempt 
appearance, attracts Elena’s attention. Soon Elena finds out that Inna’s mom 
and her live-in lover don’t look after the child and cruelly abuse her. Teacher, at 
one blow, appeals to police and competent authorities, but intimidated child 
refuses to tell about the real reasons of bruises and abrasions on her body. 
The situation becomes even more complicated as Inna’s violent stepfather 
turns out to be a police officer, respected person in the city with influential 
connections.

Mother’s Choice
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
20 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

A House Near the Sea for Hire

Details https://theformat.tv/a-house-near-the-sea-for-hire

Anyone who has ever been to a resort town is familiar with the concept of the 
“private sector”: houses where one can rent a small inexpensive room to enjoy 
the Black Sea coast pleasantries.

Zhanna owns such house, and for her the vacation season is the only 
opportunity to earn money for the whole upcoming year. And everything could 
have worked out just fine, if it wasn’t for her family.

Zhanna has a large family: two sons, a daughter and a husband. In addition, her 
elderly mother Sima comes to visit very inappropriately, feigning poor health in 
her own interests. And also after the collapse of his unsuccessful relationship, 
her ex-husband has come back to stay. And all as one are focused exclusively 
on their own problems, which, oddly enough, Zhanna also has to resolve.

This series will tell about a resilient woman from Odessa who is forced to be the 
one in charge not only of her family, but also of the full vacation season.

A House Near The Sea For Hire
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
20 x 24’

Original Language

Ukranian
Original Title

Connected

Details https://theformat.tv/connected

These comedy series are a perfect combination of humor and heartwarming 
storytelling, as we dive into the experiences of regular Ukrainians adapting to new 
lives and domestic routines.



With over 12 million people, mainly women and children, forced to relocate due to the 
invasion, thousands of families have been torn apart. But distance can't keep our 
people from staying in touch with their loved ones.



Get ready to witness the power of love and connection in our new show "Connected". 
With the help of video chats, our families get together in cooking, fixing home applies, 
sharing their everyday lives, dreaming, arguing, and even planning childbirth together.



By offering a positive and uplifting atmosphere, "Connected" serves as a source of 
inspiration and optimism for our viewers, reminding them that love and support can 
endure even during the toughest of times.

Connected
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SERIES

Genre Sketchcom

Duration
387 x 25’

Original Language

Ukranian / Russian

Original Title
Funny Trio

Details https://theformat.tv/funny-trio

The humorous show with only three actors in the frame and a huge portion of fine 
humor.



The characters of the show are well known to the viewers - these are ordinary doctors 
and patients, traffic police officers and the traffic rules’ violators, parents and children, 
policemen and hooligans, pilots and stewardesses, office "plankton" and even 
strippers. Each sketch embodies a very funny life story.



In this sketch show, there are only three rules: no politics, only three actors in the 
frame, and it must be very, very funny.

Funny trio
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
30 x 26’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Giovanni

Details https://theformat.tv/giovanni

Having gone through a divorce, Sergei finally finds new love - 26-year-
old Anya. But just before the lovebirds start a life together, his ex-wife 
Svetlana bursts into their quiet happiness. She has long ago married 
Italian Giovanni and for the last 13 years has been living with her new 
husband abroad. Svetlana decides to return home with children - a 
son by Sergey and a daughter by her marriage to the Italian. Now this 
trio will make Sergei and Anya's life unbearable...

gıovannı
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
24 x 26’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title
Medschool

Details https://theformat.tv/medschool

A story about young people who decided to devote their lives to medicine. The 
third year of the Medical Faculty is not limited to lectures, study and practice. 
It also involves new friends, new emotions, independent life without parental 
care, young love and much more. And for many, this is also an “unforgettable” 
time in the dormitory of a medical university, the specifics of which leave an 
imprint on everyone who studies and teaches in it.

Shared kitchen, shared bathroom, common holidays and problems, but 
completely different interests and characters, all-together will inevitably lead 
to conflicts and comic situations.

And yet, the main character of the sitcom is the faculty itself. Because the 
people who are here study and mess around, fall in love and break up, quarrel 
and make up, come and go, but the medical faculty remains. And everyone, 
who has experienced it, will never be the same again.

MEDSCHOOL
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
64 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Papas

Details https://theformat.tv/papas

An exciting story about three friends who, in addition to traditional male 
interests, are all united by an important topic - parenthood. To get ready for 
your wife’s labor. To prepare three kids for school. To play console all night long. 
We present you one of the most difficult professions in the world - a father.

The heroes of our story are at the different stages of the paternal hierarchy, 
and each of them is experiencing fatherhood in his own way.

Egor, prolongates his own childhood with the help of his son, having fun to the 
fullest. Zhenya is an “ideal dad” with a scientific approach to raising children. 
Suffering in his childhood from the authoritarian mother, the hero is basing 
relationships with his three children on trust and openness. And Nikita is just 
getting ready to become a father, and is tormented by self-doubt. His wife's 
endless pregnancy whims only exacerbate the situation, often leading to 
humorous situations.

papas
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
147 x 22’

Original Language

Ukranian / Russian

Original Title
When We're Home

Details https://theformat.tv/when-were-home

Humorous outlook on the simple life situations and problems, known to every 
family.

The main characters of the series are 4 married couples.

Pasha and Katya are a young couple who have just started living together and is 
passing through the “getting used to each other” period.

Andrei and Marina are older and have recently welcomed their firstborn. Now 
Marina has to look after two "children", as her husband often gets into ridiculous 
situations due to his naivety.

Oleg and Nastya have been married for 20 years, but their passionate 
relationship has not lost its spark. Nastya is constantly focused on the matters 
of her husband's fidelity, their relationship and preserving her natural beauty.

Grigory and Nadezhda are an example of the active veterans of the family front. 
Over 40 years of living together, they have learned to instantly see through the 
tricks of their other half, though still allowing those to happen.

When We're Home
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SERIES

Genre Drama

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Russian

Original Title
the conflict of interests

Details https://theformat.tv/the-conflict-of-interests

Natalya Gorenko, a successful investigator in the past, works in the patrol 
police. She is having a hard time due to the distancing of her only son, Ilya, 
who has not communicated with her for 7 years. When, at the age of 17, was 
convicted, Natalya refused to “justify” him. The mother's heart ached for her 
son, but she understood that it was time for him to grow up and to bear 
responsibility for his actions. After that, the son deleted his mother from his 
life.

Having been released on parole, Ilya avoids any communication with his 
parents, and they, in turn, do not communicate with each other for years. 
Natalya cherishes the hope that her son will understand and return to her.

But, one day, a body with traces of violent death arrives at the morgue for 
autopsy, the forensic expert recognizes Ilya. The tragedy unites the former 
spouses, now their main goal is to find their son’s murderer.

The Conflict Of Interests
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SERIES

Genre Action - Detective

Duration
12 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian

Original Title
The Hot Cop

Details https://theformat.tv/the-hot-cop

Max Gariachy is a self-assured cop who does not tolerate any control over 
himself and is used to acting forcefully and without unnecessary doubts in any 
situation. His wife Anna, a police psychologist, is the only person who can cope 
with Max's hot temper. But she was killed in front of Gariachy's view.

After the death of Max's wife, he is forbidden to work independently and 
conduct the investigations alone. Ihor Soldatenko becomes his new partner. Ihor 
in work got used to being guided by an exceptionally balanced attitude, 
covering all procedures and formalities in investigations, and strictly following 
the law with respect to the civil rights of the suspects.

The partner becomes a pain in Max's neck, but most importantly, a true friend 
and companion in all investigations for desperate and hot Max.

Investigating Anna's death Max learns that his wife was hot just a psychologist, 
but a special undercover agent acting in their police department.

The Hot Cop
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SERIES

Genre Action detective

Duration
4 x 47’

Original Language

Ukrainian

Original Title
leshy’s trick

Details https://theformat.tv/leshys-trick

Three friends, ex-special forces, Leshyi, Voron (Raven), and Cadet are sent 
into the thick of the Carpathian forests to deliver a secret cargo across the 
Romanian border. They have 3 days to deliver a massive box along a secret 
route - this is the condition of the local crime boss Gamula, who took hostage 
the wife and daughter of one of the main characters. By chance a young girl 
Elya, followed by two men, joins them in the forest. As it turned out, the new 
acquaintance is also hiding something secret. The heroes do not know from 
whom the girl ran away and what she hides. But in order to maintain secrecy 
and not to reveal themselves they are forced to take the girl with them. 
Wandering through the thicket the guys will have to shoot back from the 
thugs trying to intercept the, as well as from unknown pursuers who are 
searching for Elya. Friends have to try to survive in order to deliver a valuable 
cargo and save the Leshyi’s family.

Leshy’s TRICK
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SERIES

Genre Crime Action

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Troopers' Brotherhood

Details https://theformat.tv/troopers-brotherhood

A group of paratroopers enters into the battle with militants who have taken 
refuge in a small village. The militants were destroyed, but Artur Glebov, one of 
the paratroopers, suddenly opens fire on civilians, accusing them of aiding the 
bandits. The paratroopers try to stop their comrade, but he resists and kills the 
platoon commander. The paratroopers are ordered to retreat, taking civilians 
with them; the commandment decided to launch a missile attack on the 
village. Glebov, who remained in the village, was declared dead.

A few years later, when all his comrades are already living different lives, he 
appears in the city and begins to take revenge. Glebov knows everything 
about his former fellow soldiers and involves them in a terrible and dangerous 
game. Those, who refuse to play by its rules, perish. To stop the madman, the 
former paratroopers will have to take up arms again and remember their 
brotherhood.

Troopers' Brotherhood
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SERIES

Genre Action

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Double Stakes

Details https://theformat.tv/double-stakes

Igor Shvedov returns from the frontline to Kyiv and on the very 
first day he witnesses the murder of his older brother. To 
investigate the crime, he gets a job in the police, where he finds 
out that his brother was a well-known crime boss. The search for 
the killer puts Igor on the warpath against organized crime in the 
capital.

Double Stakes
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SERIES

Genre Action Drama

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title
The Last Cop

Details https://theformat.tv/the-last-cop

On one of the operational missions police captain Oleh Dolyn is seriously 
wounded and fell into a coma for 20 years. After regaining consciousness, he 
faces a completely different reality, which is difficult to understand. The 
militsia became the police, and the racket remained a thing of the past. Now all 
cases are solved quickly and efficiently with the help of gadgets and new 
technologies.



The life of the Dolyn family also changed: the daughter grew up, and the wife 
got married for the second time. A happy family life remained only in 
memories.Nonetheless, life goes on. Oleh who has retained his professional 
skills and enthusiasm of a young man is taking the first step towards adjusting 
to life in a new reality - he returns to his service in law enforcement agencies.

The last cop
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SERIES

Genre Scripted Reality

Duration
23 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Almost Married

Details https://theformat.tv/almost-married

The wedding is one of the most significant and happiest events in the life of 
every person, but often this exciting moment is overshadowed by various 
unforeseen circumstances.

When, it would seem, everything is decided and clear, the most unexpected 
things happen or there are those who are ready to interfere with the couple's 
family happiness - the fighting parents of the newlyweds, the betrayal of the 
future husband or the ex's text message.

Scripted reality show "Almost Married" tells about the most intriguing turns 
that took place on the wedding eve of different people. Each episode is a 
separate love story in which the characters will face mistrust, betrayal and 
misunderstanding from relatives and friends. Can love overcome all these 
obstacles? And will there be a wedding?

Almost Married
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SERIES

Genre Seriality

Duration
264 x 45’

Original Language

Russian / Ukrainian

Original Title
Kyiv Day & Night

Details https://theformat.tv/kyiv-day-night

"Kyiv Day and Night" is a fascinating story about young people who came 
to seek their happiness in a big city. They all live in a stylish apartment - an 
atmospheric youth space.

On the way to their dream, the heroes face difficulties: betrayal of their 
friends and loved ones, lack of money, humiliation and set-ups at work, the 
risk of losing a roof over their heads, problems with the law and, of course, 
the temptations of the capital - noisy parties, easy money, relationships 
without obligations. But despite all the difficulties, they appreciate the 
beauty of the moment, love life, live in a high and breathe deeply.

This is a new time that dictates new rules of the game. The time when it is 
important to have your people nearby. Each season is both new storylines 
and the development of events from previous seasons.

Kyiv Day & Night
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

A Date For My Beloved

Details https://theformat.tv/a-date-for-my-beloved

Nadya is a young talented confectioner, to whom even the newlyweds from 
other cities come for wedding cakes. And Nadia also has another unusual 
talent - to bring lonely hearts together.

Nadya is ready to use her talent as a "matchmaker" to help the new factory 
employee, Viktor. Despite his skepticism, Nadia gets down to business, 
pledging to find the girl of his dreams as soon as possible. Moreover, Nadia is 
sure that Victor already has a wonderful couple - her friend Lena, who is stuck 
in a hopeless relationship with a married man.

On behalf of Lena, Nadya starts a correspondence with Victor. And soon, 
imperceptibly for herself, she reveals herself to Victor, all her experiences and 
values, completely forgetting that she “represents the interests” of Lena in this 
correspondence.

Victor confesses to Nadia that he fell in love with a girl in correspondence. But 
what should Nadya do when her grateful friend returns?

A Date For My Beloved
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SERIES

Genre Action adventures

Duration
6 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Diamond

Details https://theformat.tv/diamond

The brilliant scientist and noble swindler Ilyn secretly returns to his 
hometown after 20 years to take revenge on the impostor who appropriated 
his unique invention - the largest artificially grown diamond.

Baas who has become rich at the expense of Ilyn, is not only going to run for 
mayor of the city but also plans to put up a rare diamond for auction, 
without having figured out the most complex formula of the mineral. Taking 
advantage of this, Ilyn, with a small team of loyal people, is going to pull off 
the greatest “scam for the sake of justice”, stealing the diamond from under 
Baas’s nose and exposing Baas himself.

The perfectly thought-out plan of the operation comes apart at the seams 
when an unexpected competitor appears on the path of the heroes in the 
person of professional swindler Eva.

Diamond
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SERIES

Genre Action adventures

Duration
12 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Cossacks: The Fairy Tale That Never Was

Details https://theformat.tv/cossacks

Raised by an aristocrat, Ivan is a young Ukrainian of humble peasant origin 
whose mother was kidnapped by Ottoman slave traders. Since then, his 
witty skills and cheeky nature have enabled him to steal the set of precious 
jewels from the Moscow Tsar for a noble reason: he needs the royal riches 
to free his mother.

However, Ivan accidentally also makes off with a magical heirloom, an 
earring that had helped the Moscow Tsar defeat his enemies, and leads 
Ivan into endless escapades alongside beautiful barkeeps, crazy wizards, 
and brave, noble warriors.

Will Ivan be able to outwit the power-hungry head of the Russian guards 
and work alongside his new friends to do what’s right, or will his thieving 
ways land him in another heap of trouble?

Cossacks: The Fairy Tale That Never Was
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Against All Odds

Details https://theformat.tv/against-all-odds

Rita is in her final year of the law school and plans to become an investigator.

Her life changes overnight when she learns about the tragic death of her 
mother. A woman was found dead in a country house in bed with her lover. The 
investigation, which was headed by Rita's boyfriend, Artyom, establishes that 
the couple had been secretly meeting in that house for a long time, and the 
tragedy occurred as a result of an accident, from an burning cigarette. The 
case is quickly closed.

But something doesn’t add up, Rita feels that there are still many questions. 
Her father has withdrawn into himself and does not even want to discuss the 
death of his wife. Relations between Rita and her father become even more 
strained when the girl begins her own investigation.

In parallel, as the first case as an investigator, Rita begins investigating the 
disappearance of a wealthy businessman's son, at first not suspecting that 
these two cases are closely related.

Against All Odds
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Behind The Shop Window

Details https://theformat.tv/behind-the-shop-window

A simple and very sweet girl, Galya, after the death of her parents, together 
with her brothers Gosha and little Pavlik, comes to the big city to her uncle 
Boris. Galya is sure that there will definitely be a job for her in the capital.

VETROV PLAZA is a magical world of beauty and luxury, seemingly completely 
inaccessible to a simple girl, just as its owner Andrey Vetrov. But having gotten 
a job as a cleaning lady with the help of her uncle, Galya works hard. After all, 
now the girl, who once just wanted to survive, has a desire to reach real 
heights.

How will the life of an ambitious girl from the provinces turn out in a big city? 
Will she be able to win the heart of the “prince” with whom all the employees 
of Vetrov Plaza are in love?

This is a story about love that crushes any obstacles, about time-tested 
friendship, about betrayal, revenge and secret conspiracies... The plot is 
twisted and impossible to predict.

Behind The Shop Window
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
12 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Everyone Has Their Own Lies

Details https://theformat.tv/everyone-has-their-own-lies

Lisa Lapshina is a talented obstetrician, she works as the head of the gynecology 
department in the best clinic in the city. But, in a bitter twist of fate, Liza herself 
cannot have children due to a congenital heart defect. And yet Lisa is happy: she 
has not only a wonderful job, but also her beloved husband Alexei.

At one point, Lisa's whole world collapses: her husband disappears, and the 
investigation recognizes him as dead, her husband's construction company is 
ruined, and in the end, Liza finds out that Alexei had a mistress, Martha, who is 
expecting a child from him.

Such a long-awaited child that Lisa could never bear and give birth herself. She 
can't afford to let Marta terminate the pregnancy. Lisa offers Martha to conclude a 
surrogacy agreement - she will pay generously if Martha carries a child for her.

And when Lisa seemed to have adjusted her life, and is ready to open her heart to 
a new love, Alexey returns to her life, being alive.

Everyone Has Their Own Lies
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
119 x 45’

Original Language

Ukranian / Russian

Original Title
When We're Home: New Story

Details https://theformat.tv/when-were-home-new-story

Humorous outlook on the simple life situations and problems, known to every 
family.

The main characters of the series are 4 married couples.

Pasha and Katya are a young couple who have just started living together and is 
passing through the “getting used to each other” period.

Andrei and Marina are older and have recently welcomed their firstborn. Now 
Marina has to look after two "children", as her husband often gets into ridiculous 
situations due to his naivety.

Oleg and Nastya have been married for 20 years, but their passionate relationship 
has not lost its spark. Nastya is constantly focused on the matters of her 
husband's fidelity, their relationship and preserving her natural beauty.

Grigory and Nadezhda are an example of the active veterans of the family front. 
Over 40 years of living together, they have learned to instantly see through the 
tricks of their other half, though still allowing those to happen.

When We're Home: New Story
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
36 x 23’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title
Family Issues

Details https://theformat.tv/family-issues

Igor and Natalya, having been married for 17 years, decide to get a divorce.

And the next day, Natalia finds out that she is pregnant from her ex-husband. 
But the life has another surprise - their 16-year-old daughter, bright and pretty 
Kristina, also announces her pregnancy… from the main hooligan of the 
gymnasium, with whom Natalya, as the headmistress, already has a lot of 
troubles.

It would seem that the story is dramatic (divorce, early pregnancy, conflict 
between fathers and children). But as they say, if you can't change the 
situation, change your attitude towards it. And the characters decide to take a 
positive approach: warm atmosphere, good humor, spontaneity and sincerity 
of the characters will not leave anyone indifferent, and will help Igor, the father 
of the family, endure two pregnant women and withstand dozens of comic 
situations related to the usual life and the uncertain status of the ex-spouses.

Famıly issues
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Father Had Two Sons

Details https://theformat.tv/father-had-two-sons

Young Vasilisa is an unattractive overweight daughter of a gardener who 
works for a wealthy Boytsov family. Since childhood she has been living in 
dreams of dating the handsome Victor, one of the two Boytsov brothers. But 
the girl's romantic dreams were destined to be broken when Victor married 
the daughter of a banker who finances the Boytsovs' business projects.

To forget about unhappy love, Vasilisa, after graduating from school, goes to 
study the hotel business abroad. And three years later, the transformed 
Vasilisa returns home: a slender, spectacular and educated girl, in whom it is 
difficult to recognize “fat Vasya”. And now Victor is captivated by her beauty 
and charm.

Troubled times are coming to the Boytsovs' house: the reputation and 
financial situation of the family are under threat. Viktor's brother Anton is 
ready to defend family interests. Therefore, he begins to desperately court 
Vasilisa.

Father Had Two Sons
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

girls

Details https://theformat.tv/girls

Vika, Inna and Katya are best friends. Each of them has its own difficult story, 
and the girls are very different. They are all around forty years old and are 
facing real challenges in their personal life.

Vika owns a small coffee shop in a new building. She was able not only to raise 
her daughter without anyone's help, but also to build her own small business 
on her own. But now the daughter is getting married and is leaving the nest.

Katya is a successful realtor who loves to flirt with men. She is raising her son 
Misha. And the boy really lacks his father's love.

Inna considered herself a deeply married woman and devoted herself entirely 
to her husband, until one "lovely" day he brought home divorce papers.

But the girlfriends do not let despair get them and decide to have fun - to 
register in the dating application. And from that moment on, real adventures 
start happening in their lives.

Girls
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

girls

Details https://theformat.tv/hello-daddy

Businesswoman Tatyana is busy with work and can hardly cope with the role 
of a mother. Her son Pashka rebels, he misses his father badly. The boy grows 
up bold, impulsive, is fond of racing cars. To remove questions about his father, 
Tatyana tells her son that his father died in racing. Only his childhood photo 
remained.

But one day, at a racing competition, Pashka sees a childhood photo of one of 
the racers on the scoreboard, and this is the same photo that his mother had 
shown him. So is this famous racer his dad? It turns out he didn't die!

Maxim does not understand why this boy considers him to be his father, as he 
has never met his mother. But where did Tatyana get his childhood photo 
from?

Maxim is touched by this boy who really needs a father. Answering the child’s 
call, he learns more about him, gets closer to his mother. But why, despite 
everything, Tatyana continues to hide the circumstances of her son's birth?

hello daddy
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

house with a dog

Details https://theformat.tv/house-with-a-dog

Polina leads a calm lifestyle and tries to enjoy every day. She has a good job 
and a beloved man with whom she plans to connect her future life.

But fate can be unpredictable in a second leaving the girl without a rented 
apartment, a loved one and a job. Being in despair from all the troubles that 
had fallen, Polina could not fully comprehend the news she received about the 
death of her father, whom she had not communicated with for more than 5 
years.

Old grudges do not allow the girl to grieve. Polina goes to her hometown not 
for sentimental reasons, but only to quickly complete all the formalities with 
the inheritance and to sell her father's house.

But in her hometown, Polina will meet the local veterinarian Valera, who will 
help the girl discover the truth about her family's past and let go of old 
grievances.

But now how can Polina choose between a career in a big city and a nascent 
feeling for Valery?

house with a dog
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

In Embrace Of A Lie

Details https://theformat.tv/in-embrace-of-a-lie

20 years ago a fatal misunderstanding separated Nana and Timur. She married 
his friend, the son of the prosecutor, Andrey, and became a doctor. Timur was 
left alone and built a career in another city, until one day fate brought them 
together. Now Timur is a deputy of the regional prosecutor, Nana's husband. 
And he does not hide the fact that she remains the love of his life.

Nana cannot respond to Timur's feelings, not only because she is married, 
although she is suffocating in a golden cage. She is tied to Andrei by a terrible 
secret of the past: she blames herself for the death of a young mother Vera, 
whose child she and her husband adopted. She is afraid that her daughter will 
find out the truth: Nana is not her mother, but the murderer of her own mother.

Behind the mask of a perfect wife, Timur sees that his beloved is unhappy, and 
helps her uncover the truth of the past, punish the true culprit and bring her 
back to life with his love.

In Embrace Of A Lie
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Inside The Viper's Nest

Details https://theformat.tv/inside-the-vipers-nest

At the age of 17, the beautiful and fragile Martha met the king of the 
underworld, Nikolai Semiryadchenko. He was much older, but this did not 
become an obstacle for two hearts. Marta and Nikolai fell in love with each 
other. The happiness of the lovers did not last long: Nikolai ended up behind 
bars, Marta died immediately after giving birth. But this love had a continuation 
- their daughter Eva.

To save his daughter's life, Nikolai Semiryadchenko hides her from everyone 
for many years. The girl ended up in a "family", which turned out to be in fact a 
gang of thieves. And until turning 16, Eva grew up and lived according to the 
laws of the wolf pack, until fate intervened and unveiled the will, according to 
which Nikolai Semiryadchenko left everything to his daughter.

Eva is being hunted. Chase, life in fear, deprivation, sister's betrayal, meeting 
with her first love... What else will young Eva have to go through to find a 
home, family and love?

Inside The Viper's Nest
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
20 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

I've Been Longing For You

Details https://theformat.tv/ive-been-longing-for-you

Zhanna and Roman have been together since childhood. Their friendship grew 
into true love. It would seem that no one can separate these two. But it only 
seemed so. An obstacle to their happiness was Zhanna's father, the corrupt 
police major Valery Solovyov, who did not want to be related to the 
"insignificant beggar". Upon learning that, contrary to his ban, the couple got 
married, the enraged Solovyov decides to punish both. His son-in-law is to be 
framed and imprisoned for the murder of Valery’s mistress, and his daughter is 
to be married to crime boss Slava Karpov. Pregnant from Roman, Zhanna 
agrees to marry the barren Karpov and play the role of a faithful wife with the 
only condition - if he provides Roman with "personal protection" for the entire 
time of his imprisonment. Struck by the betrayal of his beloved, Roman rashly 
marries Tatyana, who supported him in prison.

Time passes and lovers meet again…

I've Been Longing For You
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Life Without Faith

Details https://theformat.tv/life-without-faith

What secret is hidden by 35 y.o. beautiful and modern teacher Vera? Why does 
she not accept the courtship of men, why did she push all her friends away? 
Her life is a life without love and faith, because she is punishing herself.

In her youth, Vera had everything for happiness - her first love with her 
classmate Misha, an unexpected but happy pregnancy. Everything collapsed 
when her mother fell ill - huge amounts of money were needed for the 
treatment. And the child was born prematurely, he had only a few days to live. 
How to save two dearest people from death? In the delirium of resuscitation, 
Vera sacrifices her motherhood, letting another family save her doomed 
newborn boy. Vera sees how a handsome man takes away her child from the 
hospital.

All 17 years, Vera has been trying to find her son. Until one day she meets that 
man from the maternity hospital - businessman Vadim, the father of her 
student Igor. Is this young man really her son?

Life Without Faith
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Love With A Coffee Flavor

Details https://theformat.tv/love-with-a-coffee-flavor

The first meeting of Alya and Kostya was not pleasant. At the insistence of 
Gosha's, who at the last moment became coward, his friend Kostya, an 
enviable bachelor and heir to the restaurant business, had to break-up with 
Alya, who was expecting a marriage proposal in a restaurant. Kostya brilliantly 
failed the task - his explanation with Alya turned into a scandal.

This acquaintance would have remained an episode if not for the decision of 
Kostya’s grandfather to deprive his grandson of the right to own the family 
business if he did not bring the bride into the house. Now Kostya needs to find 
a girl who will act as such an unbearable bride that the grandfather will 
abandon his idea of marrying his grandson and will himself dissuade him from 
marriage.

The candidacy of the expressive Alya seems to be fit: unbearable, 
unceremonious, in love with Gosha.

Kostya and Alya are putting on a play for his family. But things don't go 
according to plan...

Love With A Coffee Flavor
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title
Markswoman

Details https://theformat.tv/markswoman

Successful and experienced "markswoman" Vera receives a new task from 
her high patron - to seduce a foreign businessman and persuade him to make 
a dubious deal.

The usually smart and enterprising Vera easily copes with such tasks, but... 
On the eve of the meeting with the “task”, unexpectedly for herself, the 
heroine finds out that she is pregnant and, in order to bear and give birth to a 
child, she needs to limit herself in a number of bad habits, eliminate stress 
and get much rest, following the recommendations of her doctor.

Vera decides to keep the child at any cost and to leave her "business" 
forever. But leaving the game is not so easy, because the rules require: firstly, 
the last task must be completed, and secondly, it is necessary to bring in a 
full-fledged replacement for herself - a young, beautiful and equally 
enterprising girl.

Markswoman
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

My Beloved Enemy

Details https://theformat.tv/my-beloved-enemy

Kira is an aspiring fashion designer who is about to get her dream job at a 
fashion house in Italy. But due to her father, she is forced to give up her 
cherished job and return home to help him in his election campaign.

It turns out that her father's main competitor in the elections is Mark, her 
first and only love, who 10 years ago decided to leave the city in order to 
prove to Kira's father that he could achieve a lot on his own. And Kira took 
his departure as a betrayal and left abroad.

To annoy Mark, Kira becomes close to Gleb, her father's lawyer. But she 
does not even suspect: Gleb, in fact, is sleeping with Lilia, her father’s wife. 
And Lilia's goal is to destroy the life of the mayor and his daughter with the 
help of Gleb in order to avenge the death of her own father.

Things get really bad when Kira's father suddenly dies. Gleb leaves to Lilya, 
and Kira appears on the street...

My Beloved Enemy
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
2 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

New Year Angel

Details https://theformat.tv/new-year-angel

Nastya grew up in an orphanage, and now she works as a doctor, disappearing 
in the hospital for days. For many years, Nastya has already come to terms 
with the idea that she celebrates every New Year alone. Only this time, a lot of 
troubles fall on her head: the girl is kicked out of the dorms, she almost gets hit 
by the car by the lawyer Sergey. Sergei is also upset, because on the holiday 
he quarreled with his bride. A new friend by misfortune offers to give a girl a 
ride, and during the trip they get into an accident...

Nastya saves the driver by pulling him out of the burning car. And by an 
unforeseen accident, the parents of Sergei, who has not yet regained 
consciousness, decide that it is Nastya who is their son's bride. Only Sergey's 
brother, Victor, believes that Nastya is deceiving everyone.

But what feelings does Viktor really hide, and will Nastya dare to admit to 
everyone that she is a casual acquaintance?

New Year Angel
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title
On The Verge

Details https://theformat.tv/on-the-verge

Rita has undergone difficult times: a tragedy occurred at the car dealership 
she worked for - a driver knocked down a woman on a test drive. The 
technician was blamed for the accident. Unable to get justice, Rita resigned. 
And right before her wedding, she found her groom Oleg with her younger 
sister Marina.

Now Rita is a successful business woman and is bearing a child. She goes to 
the rooftop, her favorite place to be on her own. But a man in camouflage 
suddenly appears there, he clearly wants to commit suicide. Rita saves him, 
but literally in a few minutes, former military Ivan will save her - a grenade is 
installed on the door of Rita's apartment. From this moment on, a real 
nightmare will begin in Rita's life - she is bombarded with threats and followed 
by a sniper.

Who is the enemy - sister Marina, fiancé Oleg or her former partner Morozov? 
Rita wants to believe Ivan, but he ended up on the roof of her house by no 
chance of luck.

On The Verge
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title
Sunny Days

Details https://theformat.tv/sunny-days

Svetlana always dreamed of becoming an actress, but she failed miserably 
at the exams. The girl did not expect at all that Artyom Bovenko, a famous 
actor and her idol, would come out to support her, convincing her that she 
is talented, and she should try again next year. But her life turned out 
differently.

Years later, Svetlana, the director of a small real estate company, is raising 
her 10-year-old daughter Vita all by herself. Unexpectedly, the same actor 
Artyom Bovenko turns out to be her new client. Only now he is not the idol 
anymore - his career collapsed after a scandal with the producer. The wife 
left and took the child. Svetlana decides to help her beloved artist return to 
the profession, although he has long given up on himself. With the help of 
her efforts Artyom successfully returns to the cinema. But will there now be 
a place for Svetlana in his new life?

Sunny Days
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Last Letter From My Love

Details https://theformat.tv/last-letter-from-my-love

For 17 years, Tatiana lived, it would seem, in an exemplary marriage. A 
husband who adores her, 2 beautiful children, a successful family 
business, and a cozy house. Until unexpectedly, the heroine receives a 
letter from the past from the only man she loved, whom she thought had 
been dead for 17 years. Only the letter is dated a year later after the 
death of Tatiana's first husband. How is this possible? This message 
literally turns the heroine's life upside down, forcing her to look for the 
truth and look at her life differently.At the same time, Maxim, a former 
investigator who once led a case against Tatyana's dead husband, 
appears in town. Could it be just a coincidence?

Last Letter From My Love
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
8 x 50’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

The Groom

Details https://theformat.tv/the-groom

The village guy Valery Golubev is madly in love with his wife, the beautiful 
Lucy. But this feeling brings him many trials. The wife constantly cheats 
and gives birth to a child almost every year.

Valera finds the strength to forgive Lucy and raises all the children as his 
own without any reproaches. He is both their father and mother. After all, 
the unlucky Lucy very quickly gets bored with the role of a mother of many 
children, she is still "looking for her happiness."

One day, Lucy disappears, having met a "new love" - a foreigner. In the 
same year, due to the accident Golubev loses his sight. It seems that the 
hero cannot withstand so many hardships at the same time.

How will the fate turn for a single father and his many children? What will 
become of a dissolute mother in a foreign land?

This is a story of love, betrayal, forgiveness and overcoming oneself.

The Groom
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

The Love Recipe

Details https://theformat.tv/the-love-recipe

Larisa and Anton are planning to get married. At first Larisa does not pay much 
importance to the fact that her fiancé is a descendant of a noble family. But 
when she meets her future father-in-law over Skype, she understands that it is 
important for Eduard that his son's bride is also "blue-blooded".

How to confess to a noble sir that her mother is a village woman, and her late 
father was a shepherd?

Unexpectedly for herself, Larisa decides... to embellish her family story a little 
bit: her mother turns into a noblewoman, her late father into an Admiral, and 
their house in the village becomes a family estate.

Eduard is so impressed that he decides to come from distant London to his 
historical homeland in order to personally get acquainted with future relatives. 
So the harmless lie turns into a real disaster. And Larisa comes up with a plan 
on how to stage things as she portrayed them. It should take only two days...

The Love Recipe
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

The Missing Bride

Details https://theformat.tv/the-missing-bride

Anna is a beautiful and successful woman, after the death of her husband, 
she devoted herself entirely to the development of the family business, a 
large construction holding. But the common project with Dmitry, the chief 
architect of the city, gives the heroine new love and mind-blowing changes 
in life - a happy couple is expecting a child and is enthusiastically planning 
the upcoming wedding.

But on the wedding night, the bride disappears without a trace under 
mysterious circumstances. The investigation leads Anna's family into 
confusion. The woman is no longer considered missing, now she is a 
criminal who escaped after the murder of her rival. Only Anna's daughter, 
Liza, who starts her own investigation, does not believe this version. She 
will have to learn a lot of unexpected details about her own relatives, frauds 
in the company of her late father, as well as about her mother's best friend 
Irina.

The Missing Bride
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

The Place Of Other's Mysteries

Details https://theformat.tv/the-place-of-others-mysteries

Taya accidentally meets Felix, the son of a successful businessman Gordeev.

The girl is happy, but the acquaintance with the young man's parents does not 
go very smoothly. Olga, Felix's mother, instantly dislikes the girl who disrupted 
her plans for her son's successful future. And in order to ward off the 
unwanted daughter-in-law, Olga offers Taya a fancy gold pendant as a ransom.

Already celebrating the victory in her soul, Olga did not notice the girl’s strange 
reaction. Taya recognized the pendant - it once belonged to her mother, who, 
along with her father, died in a car accident under mysterious circumstances. 
The culprit was not found, as was the pendant, which the woman never took 
off.

Taya stays at the Gordeevs' house to find out where Olga got her mother's 
pendant, unravel the mystery of her parents' death, and along the way, reveal 
all the secrets of of the Gordeevs’ family’s past.

The Place Of Other's Mysteries
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
1 x 87’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

The Redemption

Details https://theformat.tv/the-redemption

Polina, a young doctor, is in a hurry to ransom her gambler boyfriend from 
the hands of bandits and accidentally knocks down 10-year-old Semyon. 
She brings the boy to the hospital, but decides to surrender to the police 
later, when she gets Ruslan out of trouble. The friend persuades her not to 
do this, as the best atonement would be to put Semyon back on his feet. 
Andrey, the father of a crippled boy, falls in love with the attending 
physician, not suspecting that she is the cause of his son's suffering.

Polina feels that with Andrei she would have a happy life.

Over time, it turns out that Ruslan actually planned his kidnapping in order 
to get money from the girl. Polina drives him away and decides to tell the 
truth to Andrey. But she runs out of time - from the investigator he learns 
about Polina's fault in the accident and breaks off all relations with her. And 
only the son manages to persuade his father to forgive his beloved woman.

The Redemption
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title
The Wish List

Details https://theformat.tv/the-wish-list

Being 32 Masha Sinitsyna knew for sure that miracles do not happen. And if 
they happen, then just not with her. Masha worked as an ordinary manager in a 
travel agency and dutifully endured bullying and merciless exploitation from 
her tyrant boss, lived with her mother in a small apartment, and had absolutely 
no time for her personal life. But still, she secretly dreamed about how 
wonderful her life would be someday.

And then Masha fell hopelessly in love and at the same time found out about a 
serious illness, that was leaving her only six months to live. It was then that 
Masha decided not to waste her time on fighting what was killing her. No, she 
will simply live these six months as the happiest person: she wrote a list of her 
desires and got ready to fulfill them. But the Universe had its own plans.

The very first day of the “new life” gives Masha a chance meeting with her 
beloved and a chance for happiness. What is she destined for?

The wish list
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
12 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title
The Witches

Details https://theformat.tv/the-witches

Three ordinary girls get together in the huge metropolis.

Due to the circumstances, they accidentally open an access to the Source of 
Power and each of them receives a magical gift. Student Sonya begins to 
hear other people's thoughts, Nika, a businesswoman, controls fire, and 
Margot, a failed artist, develops a special talent for drawing. The girls do not 
know yet what to do with these unexpected gifts. And they don’t even realize 
that the gray magician Ingvar and the black witch Helga have already started 
hunting for them. And if Ingvar just wants to take away their magic, Helga 
dreams of destroying the newly minted sorceresses with the help of local 
cutthroats and the Inhuman, a terrible creature from a parallel world.

Now the girls will not only have to get used to their new status, but also to 
get ready to withstand and fight powerful mystical forces.

The Witches
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Unstoppable Love

Details https://theformat.tv/unstoppable-love

Kira, seems to be an incredibly happy woman, who has a handsome rich 
husband Dima, and a great life. But no one knows that Kira lives every day in 
fear that her husband will reveal her lies - she is infertile and does endless IVF, 
knowing that she will not be able to get pregnant.

Dima also hides his secret: 5 years ago he met Rita, who gave him everything 
that Kira could not give - true love and a son.

Having finally decided to change his life, Dima drives the car along the 
highway. The brakes do not work, the car flies into the oncoming lane.

The accident becomes a point of no return not only for Kira and Dima, but also 
for another couple - investigator Igor and his wife Rita. After all, Rita 
disappeared the day before, her blood was found in the interior of Dima's car.

The investigation will bring Igor and Kira together: trying to find out what 
happened, they will find out the bitter truth about their loved ones, and 
uncover their own secrets.

Unstoppable Love
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
8 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Zoya

Details https://theformat.tv/zoya

Zoya is young, beautiful and very rich. But her heart is broken: her beloved 
died in an accident when Zoya was in her second month of pregnancy.

The perpetrator of the hit and run fled the scene of the crime without even 
trying to help the victim. As a result of the investigation, a young man Oleg, 
who himself admitted that he was driving that fateful evening, ends up in 
the court. Zoya swears cruel revenge on the killer and methodically puts 
her revenge plan into action. The girl hates Oleg, but she does not even 
realize that he took on someone else's fault: his pregnant fiancee, a 
promising young employee of the prosecutor's office, was driving.

At the beginning of this exciting story, Oleg does not know that the woman, 
for whom he is ready to do anything, will take the path of betrayal. And 
Zoya does not know that hatred and love are just one step apart.

Zoya
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
24 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

The Justice

Details https://theformat.tv/the-justice

Nadya's life is carefree: loving parents, absolute affluence, an opportunity to 
make music, and the attention of the city's most enviable groom, Nikolai 
Neverov, son of the vice-governor.

However, a fateful coincidence brings young Nadya together with an ordinary 
engineer, Evheniy. She falls head over heels in love with him and pays no 
attention to what her parents or rejected fiancé say. The young heroine wasn't 
at all prepared for the series of trials that are thrust upon her...

The happy pregnancy is overshadowed by the unexpected “disappearance" of 
Nadya'sbeloved one. The shock of losing a newborn daughter. The loss of her 
mother, and the terrible betrayal of her father, who has in fact kidnapped his 
granddaughter and given her to his mistress to raise. Nadya’s agreeing to 
marry the blackmailer Nikolai, just to be near her daughter.

Will Nadya withstand all these blows of fate? Can she regain her right to 
motherhood and bring her daughter back? Will fate bring her a new reunion 
with her beloved, whose "disappearance" is full of secrets?

The Justice
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
4 x 47’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Pine Forest Retreat

Details https://theformat.tv/pine-forest-retreat

Alla and Olia are different, but they were close friends in their student years, 
and both fell in love with professor of Slavic philology. Valeriy chose tender 
and delicate Olia. For some time, they were together, but Olia broke off the 
relationship one day without any explanation. After the break up Valeriy got 
married to Alla,

Now, each heroine has her own life. Olia works as a teacher in primary school 
and has a seven-year-old son., She is married to Pasha who is a simple 
labourer. Pasha has a serious heart disease which is the reason why Olia 
spends all her savings on having a retreat in a forest resort, where the man can 
relax and recover from the hospital.

Alla hates the idea to run away from civilization. She would prefer to go 
somewhere on the islands. But Valeriy insists on spending the vacation away 
from the crowded city, he is going to work on his dissertation.

What will happen when Olia and Valeriy meet each other after all years 
passed?

Pine Forest Retreat
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama

Duration
12 x 47’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

My Man, My Woman

Details https://theformat.tv/my-man-my-woman

Pasha and Vira have already been married for 10 years. They have a son and a 
total harmony in their family relationships.

Karyna and Serhiy have been dating for more than two years, but Karyna still 
hasn't got the proposal she fancies about.

Oleh and Tania wait for the birth of their first child. They are very excited 
because after years of efforts they’ve got their last chance.

But a tragic events unexpectedly change the lives of each of the characters.

Pasha causes Serhiy’s house to burn out, and Serhii himself is seriously 
injured.

To pay off the debt and save her husband from prison, Pasha’s wife Vira 
becomes a surrogate mother for the childless Oleg and Tatiana, whose last 
pregnancy was once again terminated by a miscarriage. After giving birth to a 
baby and giving it away with a pain in her heart, Vira learns that Tatiana has 
died... Oleg begs Vira to become her daughter's nanny and move in with him 
for a while. Soon Vira realizes that her employer has feelings for her…

My Man, My Woman
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SERIES

Genre Melodrama - Detective

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Senior Investigator

Details https://theformat.tv/senior-investigator

Olga Fedorishina is a strong woman and a talented investigator. After a brutal 
betrayal by her ex-husband, a woman moves to another city with her 17 y.o. 
daughter to start her life from scratch.

Olga could not stay without work for a long time, and a former classmate, 
Lieutenant Colonel Kagarlitsky, took an experienced employee to his staff. 
Olga immediately finds herself in the center of a high-profile investigation - a 
serial maniac is operating in the city and is hunting young girls. As an 
experienced investigator, using psychoanalysis, Olga helps to solve a 
complicated case, which deserves recognition from her superiors and 
attention from both colleagues and the criminal world.

After being appointed senior investigator, Olga not only continues to 
successfully conduct investigations, solving even unsolved cases, but is 
always at the epicenter of the intrigues at work, as well as very difficult 
personal relationships.

Senior Investigator
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SERIES

Genre Psychological detective

Duration
16 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title
Irredeemables

Details https://theformat.tv/irredeemables

Police Colonel Stadnik creates a department to investigate the most complex 
crimes. His new team unites those who once fell into the millstones of the 
punitive machine and are now serving their sentences. After all, who can solve 
a crime better than a former criminal?

The department of the "incorrigible" is headed by the sarcastic and tough Egor 
Polyakov, a former special forces soldier who was "written off" by the secret 
service for robbing a bank. Investigator Olga Sitnitskaya went to jail for the 
murder of a sadistic maniac. And a specialist in external manifestations, Maxim 
Luzhin, a unique expert of his kind who is able to determine the characteristics 
of a person’s character and habits by his anthropological and physiognomic 
features, was condemned by the efforts of an influential corrupt official. 
Together they are the most effective team of detectives, who can handle even 
the most perfect crimes.

Irredeemables
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SERIES

Genre detective

Duration
60 x 45’

Original Language

Russian
Original Title

Postmortem Evidence

Details https://theformat.tv/postmortem-evidence

In the center of the plot we have a detective bureau that perfectly solves the 
most complex crimes. For each case, the best detectives and forensic experts 
are taken, whose keen sense and experience allows them to find all the 
evidence, even when they are hidden deeply in the body of the victim, and 
catch the criminal. If there is a corpse, then an autopsy will show who is 
involved in the crime.

The bureau has a new forensic expert, Yana Gonchar, who took a job instead 
of her predecessor, Inga Vilkas, who suddenly went missing. The help of a new 
colleague is very useful for the judicious head of the department Oleg 
Anatolyevich and his fighters.

A detective and a medical examiner can handle anything, but there is one 
caveat - it is not easy for them to find a common Original Language. After all, 
the new colleague is his ex-wife.

Postmortem Evidence
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SERIES

Genre detective

Duration
24 x 45’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Detectives

Details https://theformat.tv/detectives

Detective comedy series about the everyday life of a police station 
in the provincial town. There, in the Department of Investigation of 
Particularly Grave Crimes, real folk heroes serve, each of whom 
could make a phenomenal career in the capital, but chose a 
different path for himself.

They are the heroes of our time who do not take bribes, adhere to 
the letter of the law and take every investigation with all 
responsibility, striving to restore justice. For which they 
deservedly have trust and authority among the population.

Detectives
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SERIES

Genre Comedy

Duration
30 x 8’

Original Language

Turkisg
Original Title

Sen, Ben, o!

Details https://theformat.tv/you-me-and-the-baby

This is the story of Aylin and Gürkan, who have been married for two years. 
They are a beautiful couple both individually and together.

Aylin has very busy life, she is a painter and civil engineer. When you look at 
her, you can easily see that she is too attractive to be just a painter and too 
beautiful to 
be a civil engineer.

Gürkan is no different from her. He is funny, well-known, handsome actor 
who makes fun about being famous all the time.

They have a perfect life. They have no relatives but an "aunt" in their lives. 
First season we never met her, she tries to control their lives through phone.

One day, their perfect life turns upside down with an unexpected news. Aylin 
finds out she's pregnant. After the initial shock, she tells Gürkan, "You're going 
to be a father!’

You, me and the baby!
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ındex of unScripted

Your Turn
Magazine House
Come On Husbands
CELEBRITY TEACHER
Miracle Hands
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UNSCRIPTED

Genre Reality Game Show

Duration
90’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Sıra Sende Kocacım

Detail https://theformat.tv/your-turn

5 women and their husbands participate to the competition. Women 
compete every day, their husbands compete only on their own days.



In the competition, which is held every day in a couple’s house, the 
previously determined tasks are drawn by lottery by the pairs which 
compete as a team and are presented to them by the server. The 
tasks or assignments are requested to be completed until the end of 
the day. In addition to the husband’s struggle with the laundry, iron 
and kitchen during the day, at the sameTime we watch the code that 
the women make between them…

Your Turn
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UNSCRIPTED

Genre Reality Game Show

Duration
45′ – 70’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title
Magazin Evi

Detail https://theformat.tv/magazine-house

‘Magazine House’ is a TV show where daily issues of a country or the 
world are discussed in the living room of housewives.

They discuss all the popular topics as if they are on a TV channel.

Magazine House
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UNSCRIPTED

Genre Reality Game Show

Duration
60’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Hadi Bakalım Beyler

Detail https://theformat.tv/come-on-husbands

It is a competition format where 5 men will dress their wife 
according to the concept of the day, make preparations in the 
kitchen, do the personal care of his wife with his hands .

In this program, which is based on the male’s performance in 
different fields, the competitors are given 4 hours to complete the 
duties. Men will determine women’s style from bottom to top, 
choosing outfit for his wife, and completing the preparation of the 
meal suitable for the concept of the day in a limited time.

At the end of the day, who performs at their best, will receive the 
highest points from the competitors.

Come On Husbands
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UNSCRIPTED

Genre Edutainment / Factual / Education

Duration
45’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

İkon Öğretmen

Detail https://theformat.tv/celebrity-teacher

Our iconic celebrity who is very skilled in their field will spend a day with 3 
children and attempt to teach them a detail or topic related to their 
profession.Each episode will take a journey into a different profession from 
the children's perspective and also gives us the opportunity to observe an 
unseen aspect of the famous figure we are familiar with.While providing an 
opportunity for iconic figures deeply connected to their profession to 
challenge themselves, the program allows 3 children to learn a task from a 
famous person within hours. Interpreting that profession from a child's 
perspective, turning the teacher-student relationship into sympathetic and 
fun moments, observing how legendary figures manage children in their 
peak careers.

CELEBRITY TEACHER
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UNSCRIPTED

Genre Lifestyle - Reality Competition

Duration
120’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

Kuaförüm Sensin

Detail https://theformat.tv/miracle-hands

It is a daily strip reality competition where 4 teams of two beauty 
professionals – a hair designer and a makeup artist, compete with 
each other. They have the Miracle Hands.

Miracle Hands
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ındex of documentary

Glad I Did It!
Secret Wars Uncovered
Lust For Life
Madonna: Life Goes On
Behind The Silence
Chronicles of Rage
Under Your Skin
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DOCUMENTARY

Genre Documentary

Duration
123’

Original Language

Turkish
Original Title

İyi ki Yapmışım

Detail https://theformat.tv/glad-i-did-it

Metin Akpinar has been off the stage since 1992. The new 
generation of audiences were introduced to him thanks to TV 
series and feature films, as well as six Devekusu Kabare stage 
plays that were managed to be recorded. These fresh and still 
current plays provided the opportunity to savour his remarkable 
acting – a talent enhanced by intellectualism. Through his own 
words and accounts of his acquaintances, Glad I Did It! conveys all 
that Metin Akpinar accumulated and refined in years, as well as 
taking a peek at the recent history of Turkey.

Glad I Did It!
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DOCUMENTARY

Genre Documentary

Duration
45’

Original Language

English
Original Title

Secret Wars Uncovered

Detail https://theformat.tv/secret-wars-uncovered

Secret Wars Uncovered series 2 exposes the covert operations 
behind some of the deadliest wars the world has ever seen. We 
reveal the CIA operations behind coups, the hair trigger friction 
between neighbouring nations, how using the guise of upholding 
democracy allows nations to assert power over others and the 
sinister back rooms of wars the TV cameras didn’t reach.

Secret Wars Uncovered
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DOCUMENTARY

Genre Documentary

Duration
1 X 53’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title
Lust For Life

Detail https://theformat.tv/lust-for-life

Detective comedy series about the everyday life of a police station 
in the provincial town. There, in the Department of Investigation of 
Particularly Grave Crimes, real folk heroes serve, each of whom 
could make a phenomenal career in the capital, but chose a 
different path for himself.

They are the heroes of our time who do not take bribes, adhere to 
the letter of the law and take every investigation with all 
responsibility, striving to restore justice. For which they 
deservedly have trust and authority among the population.

Lust For Life
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DOCUMENTARY

Genre Documentary

Duration
2 x 20’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Madonna: Life Goes On

Detail https://theformat.tv/madonna-life-goes-on

Three dramatic stories with a hopeful ending, about becoming and being a 
mother during the war.

Giving birth is one of the most responsible and important processes for each 
woman, who starts planning it right after receiving a positive pregnancy test: 
choose a doctor, or maternity hospital, buy the smallest size baby rompers 
with lovely patchwork, and literally arrange a “nest” at home for a new member 
of the family.

Our heroines were in the same preparation process. They already had 
everything planned and just were waiting for the scheduled birth date, but 
24th of February everything changed. War that Russia started against Ukraine 
brought changes into the life of every Ukrainian and changed it forever.

But new life can’t be stopped even by evil will.

Madonna: Life Goes On
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DOCUMENTARY

Genre Documentary

Duration
1 x 57’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Behind The Silence

Detail https://theformat.tv/behind-the-silence

According to the World Health Organization, every third woman in the world 
experiences violence during her lifetime.

"I'm sorry that I call you in a wartime, but I need help," — from these words 
often start calls to the hotline or to support services for survivors of domestic 
violence In Ukraine, from the beginning of the full-scale invasion. Some are 
afraid or ashamed to turn to specialists, some believe that his or her problems 
during the war are not so significant. But domestic violence can hurt no less 
than war.

How did gender-based and domestic violence change during the war?

How do specialists cope with the new challenge of helping survivors of war-
related violence, particularly sexual?

"Behind the Silence" is a story of solidarity during times of crisis. It portrays 
the unwavering support. It is a story of how, even after experiencing the most 
horrifying situations, people can start a new life and heal when there is 
support nearby.

Behind The Silence
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DOCUMENTARY

Genre Documentary

Duration
4 x 50’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Chronicles of Rage

Detail https://theformat.tv/chronicles-of-rage

The investigative documentary project “Chronicles of Rage” consists of thematic documentary 
films about the most significant events and victories of Ukraine in the Russian-Ukrainian war.

HOW THE “MOSCOW” WAS SUNK

Who, how and under what conditions dealt the Russian army a devastating and most 
unexpected blow, sending the flagship of the Russian Black Sea Fleet, the cruiser "Moskva", to 
the bottom of the Black Sea.

THE BATTLE FOR ZMIINY ISLAND

The story of the small island from which the invasion of Ukraine by Russian troops began and on 
which the Ukrainian military for the first time declared to the aggressor that they would fight, 
indicating the direction of the Russian warship.

THE SECRET OF CHORNOBAIVKA

The story of how it happened that in the village of Chornobayivka Russian troops were 
constantly hit by fire from the Armed Forces, losing tens or even hundreds of helicopters, tanks 
and other equipment.

CHERNOBYL UNDER SIEGE

After the invasion of Ukraine, Russian troops very quickly seized the Chernobyl NPP, which put 
the whole world on the brink of another nuclear disaster, that was avoided by the miracle and 
professionalism of the station's employees and the Ukrainian military.

Chronicles of Rage
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DOCUMENTARY

Genre Documentary

Duration
1 x 70’

Original Language

Ukrainian
Original Title

Under Your Skin

Detail https://theformat.tv/under-your-skin

Against the background of Russia's military invasion of Ukraine, tattoos with 
Ukrainian symbols have become a stigma for which Ukrainians are prosecuted 
and can even be killed.

The story is shown is told through the eyes of Alina, a 21-year-old tattoo 
master from Kherson. When her hometown was occupied by Russian troops, 
the whole world watched how the citizens bravely resisted the invaders. With 
the growth of Ukrainian patriotism, Alina started having more work - the flow 
of people wishing to get a tattoo with Ukrainian symbols would not stop. But 
gradually, Alina's work began to change...

Her previous clients started to come back with requests to cover up their 
Ukrainian tattoos. The patriotic images became a "stigma" by which the 
Russian invaders identified those who disagreed with their power. 
Repressions, searches, and inspections came to Kherson. Suddenly people 
started to disappear. Just because they identify themselves with their nation... 
even on their skin.

Under Your Skin
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